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Abstract The notion of data provenance was formally introduced a decade ago and has
since been investigated, but mainly from a functional perspective, which follows the histor-
ical pattern of introducing new technologies with the expectation that security and privacy
can be added later. Despite very recent interests from the cyber security community on some
specific aspects of data provenance, there is no long-haul, overarching, systematic frame-
work for the security and privacy of provenance. The importance of secure provenance R&D
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has been emphasized in the recent report on Federal game-changing R&D for cyber security
especially with respect to the theme of Tailored Trustworthy Spaces. Secure data provenance
can significantly enhance data trustworthiness, which is crucial to various decision-making
processes. Moreover, data provenance can facilitate accountability and compliance (includ-
ing compliance with privacy preferences and policies of relevant users), can be an important
factor in access control and usage control decisions, and can be valuable in data forensics.
Along with these potential benefits, data provenance also poses a number of security and
privacy challenges. For example, sometimes provenance needs to be confidential so it is vis-
ible only to properly authorized users, and we also need to protect the identity of entities in
the provenance from exposure. We thus need to achieve high assurance of provenance with-
out comprising privacy of those in the chain that produced the data. Moreover, if we expect
voluntary large-scale participation in provenance-aware applications, we must assure that
the privacy of the individuals or organizations involved will be maintained. It is incumbent
on the cyber security community to develop a technical and scientific framework to address
the security and privacy challenges so that our society can gain maximum benefit from
this technology. In this paper, we discuss a framework of theoretical foundations, models,
mechanisms and architectures that allow applications to benefit from privacy-enhanced and
secure use of provenance in a modular fashion. After introducing the main components of
such a framework and the notion of provenance life cycle, we discuss in details research
questions and issues concerning each such component and related approaches.

Keywords Data provenance · Security · Privacy · Trustworthy computing ·
Cryptography and access control · Risk management · Accountability and compliance

1 Introduction

The notion of data provenance was formally introduced a decade ago (Buneman et al. 2000;
2001) and has since seen increasing interest (Cheney et al. 2009; Moreau 2009; Moreau
et al. 2008), especially as our society undergoes unprecedented data explosion, fusion,
mining, computation, brokering, sales and theft. While debate continues over nuances and
precise meaning (Moreau 2009) there is consensus that at its core data provenance deals
with assurances regarding the sources and processes by which data appeared where it now
resides or is in use. The value of data provenance has been motivated in multiple domains,
including science (Sahoo et al. 2008; Simmhan et al. 2005), business (Curbera et al. 2008),
cyber security (Hui et al. 2010; Moitra et al. 2009), and healthcare (Hajnal et al. 2007;
Kifor et al. 2006). More recently researchers have noted its benefits in newer domains such
as sensor networks (Liu et al. 2010), web mashups (Groth et al. 2009), social networks
(Golbeck 2006), data forensics (Lu et al. 2010) and data streams (Vijayakumar and Plale
2006). The importance of secure provenance R&D has been emphasized in the recent
report on Federal game-changing R&D for cyber security (Networking et al. 2010), and
its predecessor (Networking et al. 2009), especially with respect to the theme of Tailored
Trustworthy Spaces.

Secure data provenance offers many benefits. It can significantly enhance data trustwor-
thiness. It can facilitate accountability and compliance, including compliance with privacy
preferences and policies of relevant users. Provenance can be an important factor in access
control and usage control decisions. It can be valuable in data forensics. It can enhance pro-
tection against data leakage by supporting anomaly detection in the flows of information
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across different systems. Provenance also enhances the meta-data that one can associate
with data, thus extending the knowledge that one can extract from data. Along with these
potential benefits, data provenance also poses a number of vexing security and privacy chal-
lenges. Integrity of provenance is a prerequisite to any kind of assurance that can be placed
in it. Sometimes provenance needs to be confidential so it is visible only to properly autho-
rized users. Further, there are privacy challenges in protecting the identity of entities in the
provenance from exposure even to authorized users of the provenance information. How
can we achieve high assurance of provenance without comprising privacy of those in the
chain that produced the data? Moreover, if we expect voluntary large-scale participation in
provenance-aware applications how do we assure the individuals or organizations involved
that their privacy will be maintained?

As our society becomes increasingly data dependent and data driven, the role and impor-
tance of data provenance will only become more prominent. To date, however, there are
no comprehensive approaches to provenance management that also assure secuity and pri-
vacy of provenance. Devising such approaches entails addressing many challenges. The
goal of this paper is to propose a systematic and comprehensive framework for prove-
nance management based on which the various challenges can be identified, discussed, and
addressed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the foun-
dational framework we envision for privacy-enhanced secure provenance, followed by
Section 3 that surveys related work. Section 4, the main part of the paper, highlights the
open research challenges with respect to several aspects such as modeling provenance,
provenance access control, privacy, integrity, accountability and risk management. Section 5
outlines architectures for privacy-enhanced secure provenance systems at the operating
system and data layers. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 A foundational framework

When designing a framework for the secure and privacy-preserving management of prove-
nance it is important to note that security and privacy are not conducive to absolutes. There
are complex tradeoffs between the strength of security and privacy guarantees and the assur-
ance with which provenance can be used towards the various ends discussed above. One
possible approach is to address such tradeoffs within a risk management perspective. The
ultimate goal is to isolate applications and higher-level services from the details of secur-
ing provenance, and to provide well-defined platform-independent standardized interfaces
to secure provenance services.

The modular structure of the proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The four pil-
lars of secure provenance, namely Access Control, Privacy, Integrity, and Accountability,
are exposed through a uniform and platform-independent interface to the application layer.

Fig. 1 Framework for
privacy-enhanced, secure
provenance
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A Risk Management infrastructure will span all four aspects. The functionality of secure
provenance is encapsulated within a Secure Provenance Core System that consists of soft-
ware libraries and runtime systems that oversee the generation, storage, dissemination and
processing of provenance. The Core layer itself can be built on top of a generic provenance
representation in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), as discussed in Section 4.1.
From a functional perspective, the proposed framework covers the entire lifecycle of data
and their associated provenance. As shown in Fig. 2, we classify data and provenance lifecy-
cle into the following procedures: generation, storage, dissemination, processing, all within
the span of accountability and compliance.

3 Related work

There is a considerable body of research in the general area of data provenance (Moreau
2009). So far, research has mainly focused on the functional aspect of provenance man-
agement, including the Provenance-aware Storage Systems (PASS) project (Muniswamy-
Reddy et al. 2006), the Trio project (Agrawal et al. 2006), the Orchestra project (Green
et al. 2007; Ives et al. 2005; Taylor and Ives 2006) and others (Bowers et al. 2006; Cohen
et al. 2006; Davidson et al. 2007; Golbeck and Hendler 2008; Groth et al. 2006a; Simmhan
et al. 2008). However, the problem of security and privacy encountered in provenance man-
agement was not explored until very recently (Braun et al. 2008; Hasan et al. 2007). These
discussions have led to a number of studies: for example, ensuring provenance integrity was
studied in the setting of file systems in (Hasan et al. 2009), and in the setting of database
systems in (Zhang et al. 2009). Furthermore, the on-going End-to-End Provenance System
effort (McDaniel et al. 2010) proposes using trusted monitors to enhance the security of
provenance at the host level, whereas the relevance of Trusted Computing to provenance
management was emphasized in (Lyle and Martin 2010).

To our knowledge, our proposed framework is the first to comprehensively and sys-
tematically consider privacy, security, accountability, integrity, sharing and risk issues in
managing provenance for multiple purposes, paving the path to game-changing advances in
this arena. Specific related research is further identified in the different parts of this paper
that focus on particular challenges.

4 Research roadmap

This section discusses research challenges and related approaches concerning the various
components of our proposed foundational framework. It begins with research on enhancing

Fig. 2 Lifecycle of data and
provenance
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the typical DAG model for provenance data, followed by the four pillars of provenance:
Access Control, Privacy, Integrity and Accountability, and concludes with the cross-cutting
theme of Risk Management.

4.1 Security enhancements of provenance DAG model

The provenance model is the first key element of a provenance framework. Such a model
essentially specifies which are the types of entities that compose provenance and it is the
basis on which the mechanisms for provenance collection and use are built. Most prove-
nance models are typically based on the notion of directed acyclic graph (DAG), such as
the one illustrated in Fig. 3. In the DAG associated with a given data item, each node rep-
resents an entity that accessed or modified the data item or its provenance. An entity could
be a user, an organization, a process, etc., or some combination thereof. An edge from X to
Y signifies that data was sent directly from X to Y . Operations on data are shown as labels
associated with each node, e.g., concatenation at node D and set difference at node F so
the result DI consists of data items received from node D less those from node E. No Op
denotes that data is simply forwarded without performing any operation. Entities such as C

and E are called forwarders. Entities such as D and F which perform data operations are
said to be active. Keeping track of forwarders can be useful, for instance, for accountability
in the context of data leakage. To find a candidate set of entities that may have caused leak-
age consideration of forwarders is required. In other contexts forwarders may not matter
and the provenance graph can be pruned. Nodes may also include additional information,
such as the context (e.g. time, application, operating system and so on) in which an entity
has accessed or modified the data item (Sultana and Bertino 2012). A major research chal-
lenge consists of identifying and formalizing the security and privacy implications of the
DAG model and of the data manipulation, provenance manipulation and provenance query-
ing operations. In other words the challenge is to develop, formalize and analyze a general
security-enhanced provenance DAG model. The DAG model has been considered previ-
ously as the de-facto standard in representing provenance (Chapman et al. 2008; Heinis and
Alonso 2008). However, previous work is concerned with issues such as efficiency of rep-
resentation with low storage requirements, and does not address provenance security and
privacy.

In order to develop suitable privacy and security techniques for provenance models, it is
important to take into account three major categories of operations, that is: (i) data manip-
ulation operations and their associated provenance modification operations, (ii) provenance
modification operations which modify provenance without changing the underlying data,

Fig. 3 DAG Representation for Provenance of Data Item DI
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and (iii) provenance query operations which look up provenance information for some pur-
pose. Data manipulation operations must be properly captured within the provenance DAG
through corresponding provenance modification operations. Data manipulation can range
from simple operations such as data concatenation, to complex ones such as statistical tests
to determine whether two datasets support each other in a scientific workflow. The DAGs of
the operand datasets must be combined, along with information about the operation, to cap-
ture the complete provenance. Data operations that remove sensitive keywords may result
in the data being more accessible downstream. Conversely, incorporation of sensitive data
may increase data sensitivity making it less accessible downstream. Provenance manipula-
tion can occur without data manipulation as in the case of forwarders discussed above. In
some cases the forwarder’s identity may simply be added to the provenance DAG. In other
cases the DAG may be pruned or the identity of entities in some of its nodes modified.
For example, while a document is in preparation a detailed provenance DAG may be main-
tained. When the document is exported the provenance may be abbreviated to attribute the
document to an organizational unit rather than to specific individuals. Clearly provenance
manipulation operations must be suitably authorized.

For provenance to be useful, querying it securely is essential. Queries may be subject to
access control since portions of the provenance may be confidential. It may be necessary to
perform queries on encrypted provenance DAGs in a privacy preserving manner. Relevant
provenance query operations include the following: Is a specific entity or a specific kind of
entity, such as Professor, part of a given DAG? Has a certain operation, such as removal of
sensitive keywords, been performed on the data? What is the number of nodes or edges in
the DAG? The last could be useful in the context of k-anonymity (Samarati and Sweeney
1998), whereby a researcher can view the results of a survey by hospital patients only after
a minimum number of patients have completed it.

4.2 Access control

To protect against the disclosure of sensitive provenance information, we need to be able
to define fine grained access control policies. In order to define an access control policy
for provenance, it is imperative that we identify the parts of the provenance graph that
we want to protect. Therefore, we must have a clear definition of the users, their actions
and the resources to be protected. As we have discussed, provenance takes the form of
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that establishes causal relationships between data items.
Traditional access control models focus on individual data items whereas in provenance
we are concerned with protecting both, the data items and their relationships (Braun et al.
2008). In order to protect a resource we need to first identify it in the provenance graph. This
identification is one of the major distinguishing factors between a provenance access control
model and existing access control models. The challenge here is thus the definition of new
access control languages and enforcement mechanisms specific for securing provenance.

Some research has been devoted to the study of access control in provenance. These
include the work by Braun et al. (2008), which emphasizes the need for a separate security
model for provenance. This work also points out that existing access control models do
not support the directed acyclic graph of provenance. In Syalim et al. (2009), the authors
present an access control method for provenance over a directed acyclic graph. They build
their access control model over a relational database which controls access to nodes and
edges. They apply a grouping strategy to the provenance graph to create resources that need
to be protected. Instead, we suggest the idea of grouping by defining dynamic paths that
are evaluated at query time based on incorporating regular expressions in our policies. In
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Corcoran et al. (2007), the authors propose a grouping of provenance into blocks, and then
applying a labeling strategy over these blocks. They also provide a language, SELinks, to
encode their security policies. However such approach does not support fine-grained access
control on provenance.

A possible approach is to extend the access control language by Ni et al. (2009) with
support for regular expressions. Such language also incorporates other features of a general
access control language such as support for fine-grained access control over the indivisible
parts of a provenance graph, and integration of existing access control policies. This prove-
nance language was developed as a generalized model of access control for provenance, but
did not address resources with arbitrary path lengths within the provenance graph. There-
fore, it suffers from the fact that a resource must be identified before hand, rather than be
given as a string which is matched against the graph at execution time.

As an example of use of regular expressions, consider the sample policy given in Fig. 4.
In this example, the subject element can be the name of a user or any collection of users,
e.g. scientist or senior-scientist, or a special user collection anyuser which represents all
users. The record element is the name of a resource. The restriction element is an (optional)
element which refines the applicability established by the subject or record. The scope ele-
ment is an (optional) element which is used to indicate whether the target applies only to the
record or its entire ancestry. The condition element is an (optional) element that describes
under what conditions access is to be given or denied to a user. The effect element indicates
the policy author’s intended consequence for a true evaluation of a policy.

The scope element is useful, in particular, when we want to protect the record only if it
is along a specified path in the provenance graph. This is achieved by using the predefined
value “non-transferable”. This element can also be used when we need to protect a path in
the provenance graph if a particular record is along that path. This is achieved by the pre-
defined value “transferable”. The condition element is necessary when we want to specify
system or context parameters for giving access, e.g. permitting access to the provenance
when it is being used for research. We achieve fine-grained access control by allowing a
record value to be any (indivisible) part of a provenance graph. The regular expressions
in the “restriction” element allow us to define policies over paths of arbitrary length in a
provenance graph that apply to a subject or record.

A major issue in the design of an access control language based on regular expres-
sion is efficiency, as policies need to be efficiently evaluated at run-time when enforcing
access control. One approach to address this issue is to adopt a SPARQL (Perez et al. 2009;
PrudHommeaux et al. 2006) based framework that can evaluate regular expressions on
z RDF graphs efficiently. In Cadenhead et al. (2011b, 2012), it is shown that such approach
could scale to large amounts of data.

<policy ID="1" >
<target>

<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>Doc1_2</record>
<restriction>

Doc1_2 [WasGeneratedBy] process AND
process [WasControlledBy] scientist|senior-scientist

</restriction>
<scope>non-transferable</scope>

</target>
<condition>purpose == research</condition>
<effect>Permit</effect>

</policy>

Fig. 4 Policy language
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Another approach for achieving access control protection to provenance is through utiliz-
ing special constructs labeled as named abstractions of dependency path patterns (Nguyen
et al. 2012a). Dependency path patterns are regular expression-based patterns of edges that
represent the causality dependencies between the essential entities (acting users, action pro-
cesses and data objects) involved in system transactions. Capturing the DAG-like nature of
provenance data after such causality dependencies is the essence of the Open Provenance
Model (Moreau et al. 2011), which has gained wide acceptance. Abstracting the dependen-
cies in application-specific manners can provide a solid foundational framework upon which
simple yet effective access control can be built. Abstraction constructs, labeled dependency
names, can be easily utilized in policy specifications for such pursue.

In this approach, Park et al. (2012) propose using these dependency names as a unit for
access request as well as a control unit in a multi-layer access control model for provenance
data. In essence, there need be protection mechanisms on the dependency names themselves
as the first layer. An additional layer can be formed to regulate finer-grained access control
to the provenance graph entities that can be covered by the dependency path patterns. More
specifically, the set of resulting nodes, reachable by a query that embeds the path patterns,
are further processed with vertex-level policies before access decisions are made.

In addition to access control protection of provenance data, Park et al also propose using
the dependency constructs to utilize provenance data for access control protection of the
underlying data. They term the approach Provenance-based Access Control (Park et al.
2012). In this approach, the dependency names and corresponding dependency path patterns
are stored in the system. Dependency names are used in policy specifications while depen-
dency path patterns are embedded in queries to be evaluated against the provenance graphs
that are stored in the system. For deciding an access request, the request information and
the resulting nodes obtained from executing a path query are evaluated altogether against
the policy rule. The PBAC approach is capable of enhanced utilities such as origin-based
access control, dynamic separation of duties, etc. Furthermore, PBAC enables simple and
effective policy specifications that elevates access control security.

While the framework proposed by Park et al can easily and effectively be deployed in
a system with a single source of provenance management, seamless usage of provenance
data for access control purposes is not readily achieved in an environment where multiple
separate provenance systems are in play. Particularly in a distributed environment, each
local system, which captures, stores and maintains its own provenance data, may opt not
to share certain sensitive provenance information for various reasons. In such cases, an
access request to a local system data, which involve policies that require information from
remote systems, will always be falsely disallowed. In order to address this issue, Nguyen
et al propose two potential approaches, use of cascading query and sticky provenance data,
and demonstrate their usages in a provenance-aware group-centric collaboration scenario
(Nguyen et al. 2012b; Park et al. 2011).

A cascading query is essentially a recomputed version of a local PBAC query that can be
sent to a remote system to request provenance information. Depend on the use case, such a
query comprises a combination of modified components including new target data object,
pruned dependency path pattern and revised policy rules. The second approach involves the
concept of sticky provenance data, which is the provenance information associated with a
local object, being transferred along with the object whenever a cross-system information
flow takes place. Sticky provenance data allow appropriate access control decisions to be
made without having to inquire provenance information from a remote system. However,
complications can arise with sticky provenance data usage. In particular, it may be necessary
but potentially infeasible to employ mechanisms to keep a transmitted sticky provenance
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data up-to-date with the local provenance system status. Furthermore, the complexity of
system configuration and management of sticky provenance data can grow unmanageably
as the number of involved local and remote systems grow.

4.3 Privacy

Privacy of data and of its associated provenance are closely related. One may be compro-
mised through release of the other. Such cross inferences are among the many challenging
aspects of protecting provenance privacy. Figure 5 shows the four possible cases with the
following characteristics.

Q1. Private Data and Private Provenance This is the most demanding case, e.g., a
grade change for a student may need to be privacy protected as data and as private
provenance of how the change came about.

Q2. Non-Private Data but Private Provenance Consider a whistleblower in a company
that does not properly deploy pollution controls. While the information itself should
be made public, the identity of the whistleblower as provenance should be kept
protected.

Q3. Private Data but Non-Private Provenance In a scientific data repository, some data
may originate at a cancer institute, including information that relates to individuals.
The cancer institute is known as a regular contributor to the data repository as adver-
tised on its web site. Nevertheless, the fact that specific data originated at the institute
is a good indicator of the characteristics of the data (i.e., cells may be harvested from
cancer patients), thereby compromising individuals’ privacy.

Q4. Non-Private Data and Non-Private Provenance This case does not have any pri-
vacy requirements, but it can help identify common provenance models and formats.
Thereby, if some data or their associated provenance require privacy at some later
point in time, the transition can be facilitated without major redesign.

Several data privacy models have been proposed, including k-anonymity (Samarati and
Sweeney 1998), �-diversity (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006), t-closeness (Li et al. 2007) and
differential privacy (Dwork 2008). These deal with relational data, and it is not clear whether
they can be extended to provenance DAGs. Furthermore, none of these takes into account

Fig. 5 Quadrant Representation
of Privacy for Data and
Provenance
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the relationship between data and provenance and the potential privacy leaks of one when
the other is released.

The main challenge is to develop privacy paradigms, models and metrics suitable for
provenance, in context of the above quadrants. In what follows we discuss two approaches:
sanitization and cryptography.

Sanitization Approach With the DAG model discussed in Section 4.1, we can sanitize
provenance by retaining a subgraph or by generalizing information about entities in some
nodes. Sanitization can be done before release or on demand in response to provenance
queries. In either case we need sanitization policies that indicate which pieces of the prove-
nance DAG are sensitive and how they can be pruned or generalized. One technique could
be to use regular expressions built on the DAG model to represent sensitive paths or nodes.
For example, we can specify a sanitization policy where any path that includes a sensitive
source should be eliminated. Such regular expressions could also be extended to include
properties of the sources, e.g., delete name of the sources if the source is human. The
development of a sanitization approach requires addressing several issues. The first issue
is the design of policy languages for provenance sanitization, specifying the specific san-
itization strategy to be used for the provenance associated with a specific data item. One
possible approach is to develop regular-expression based sanitization languages and explore
their expressive power and limitations with respect to practical sanitization policies. In
Cadenhead et al. (2011b), such approach have been proposed. However other alternatives,
such as context free grammar based sanitization languages, need to be investigated. The
second issue is related to the sanitization policy composition and policy conflicts. As multi-
ple sanitization policies could apply to the same data, efficient implementation of combined
policies and conflict resolution are required. For regular-expression based policies one can
adapt common algorithms for finite automaton composition. Efficient enforcement of sani-
tization policies is also especially important if sanitization happens on demand in real time.
To address such real time requirements, different parts of the provenance graph could be
tagged with privacy information in advance (e.g., Rachapalli et al. 2012). Finally, limiting
provenance sanitization based inference attacks is critical in that sanitized provenance can
be combined with background information to infer potentially sensitive information. Since
general inference attack is hard to prevent, one needs to explore a risk-based approach to
address this problem. By using graph mining techniques, one can analyze whether we can
infer some sanitized paths using the existing disclosed provenance information.

Cryptographic Approach Cryptography offers the attractive property of provable security.
The DAG-nature of provenance poses new cryptographic challenges for privacy-preserving
processing. For instance, how can we determine whether a certain sequence of nodes and
operations exist in an encrypted DAG? Or, how can a policy decision point (PDP) deter-
mine whether to grant access without authority to access the entire provenance? Intuitively
we need encryption schemes that allow appropriate query processing with respect to the
plaintext. One research direction to address such issues is to extend existing cryptographic
techniques for privacy-preserving queries. In particular, existing encrypted search schemes
(e.g., Boneh et al. 2004; Boneh and Waters 2007) can be extended for application to DAG
search, and existing attribute-encryption schemes (e.g., Goyal et al. 2006; Lewko et al. 2010;
Ostrovsky et al. 2007; Pirretti et al. 2010) can be applied to address the above PDP-decision
problem, with acceptable performance. In addition it is critical to devise new cryptographic
techniques specialized to support queries on encrypted provenance, including: (i) tailored
cryptographic schemes for specific purposes such as encrypting DAG graphs (i.e., their
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adjacency matrices) while allowing fast processing of DAG nodes identities (e.g., statisti-
cal analysis of frequent nodes in a set of encrypted provenance DAG graphs as proposed
for other relevant privacy-preserving applications (Kiayias et al. 2008)); (ii) techniques that
exploit adjacency-list (rather than adjacency-matrix) representation of DAGs for efficiency;
(iii) special key management schemes to achieve better trade-offs between privacy and
efficiency.

4.4 Integrity

Perhaps the most fundamental goal of provenance is to guarantee integrity of the data
sources and history. Simple application of digital signatures for this purpose can quickly
become unwieldy resulting in linear increase in provenance information proportional to
size of the provenance DAG (as in Section 4.1). Techniques to avoid this linear increase
intuitively require some kind of aggregated signatures, which makes it difficult to simulta-
neously offer privacy of data source(s) and history and accountability (e.g., techniques such
as group signatures (Chaum and van Heyst 1991) are not applicable). The research chal-
lenge is to design integrity mechanisms that ensure data source integrity and data history
integrity, without these afore-mentioned problems.

Data source and history provenance have been investigated but without considering their
security (see, e.g., Buneman et al. 2001; Cheney 2007; Groth 2007).

Hasan et al. (Hasan et al. 2009) investigated the integrity of total-order operation-chain
provenance of files in file systems. This was extended to partial-order operation prove-
nance of records and tables in database systems (Zhang et al. 2009). These techniques are
neither secure enough nor efficient enough for our purposes (Xu et al. 2010). Also, exist-
ing cryptographic techniques (e.g., aggregate signatures (Lysyanskaya et al. 2004)) do not
adequately address the problem of provenance integrity because one needs to maintain the
DAG-structure (Xu et al. 2010).

At a high level, a suitable approach to integrity requires the novel integration of new
cryptographic signing techniques and new cryptographic aggregation techniques. Ideally
the resulting solutions meet the following requirements. (i) Security is proven based on
standard cryptographic assumptions. (ii) Schemes operate in the weakest Plain Public-Key
(PPK) model (Bellare and Neven 2006). (iii) Schemes are non-interactive. (iv) Schemes
incur light-weight communication and computational complexities.

Addressing these desiderata requires research along different directions that we discuss
in what follows.

1. Design Families of Cryptographic Methods for Assuring Data Source Provenance
Integrity We motivate and explain this task with two example scenarios. Because a
message M endorsed by multiple users might be treated as more trustworthy, we need
multisignatures whereby a set of � users/sources can digitally sign M while producing
a short signature. Via a new trick to defeat the rogue-key attack inherent to the above-
mentioned PPK model and the knowledge of the users identities we (Qian and Xu
2010) very recently constructed a multisignature scheme that is significantly more effi-
cient than the previous best scheme (Boneh et al. 2003). We are investigating whether it
is possible to further make the resulting signature verification complexity independent
of � via the following idea (inspired by the notion of proxy re-signatures (Ateniese and
Hohenberger 2005; Blaze et al. 1998; Libert and Vergnaud 2008)) without incurring
two-way interactions between the signers: let each user sign the identities of the � users
via an appropriate signature scheme (e.g., a variant of Waters signature (Waters 2005))
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so as to allow useri to translate useri−1’s signature into useri’s signature, where
1 < i ≤ �. It may be possible then to use user1 and user�’s signatures on
M||(user1, . . . , user�) as a multisignature.

The other scenario is to design editable signature schemes as illustated in the exam-
ple of Fig. 6. Suppose Alice drafted a message M1, signed it with her private key, and
sent Bob M1 as well as her signature on M1. Now, Bob may partially edit M1 by adding
to, and/or modifying some portion of, M1 because he has more accurate information in
question. Denote by M2 the resulting new message, which consists of two parts M2A

and M2B , where M2A can be a proper portion of M1 and M2B is contributed by Bob.
How should message M2 be digitally signed so that the receiver of M2 can verify its
integrity using Alice’s and Bob’s public keys?

A multi-party sequentially-editable signature scheme has been recently pro-
posed (Qian and Xu 2011), which however requires O(�) pairing operations to verify
a signature. More efficient schemes are thus needed.

2. Design Families of Cryptographic Methods for Assuring Data History Provenance
Integrity Consider the example in Fig. 7, where nodes P1, . . . , P6 are users.

Suppose P1 and P2 produce and disseminate messages M1 and M2, respectively.
Suppose P3 receives M1 from P1 and edits M1 to produce M3. Suppose P4 receives
M1 and M2 from P1 and P2, respectively, and edits them to produce a new message
M4. Moreover, P5 receives M3 and M4 from P3 and P4, respectively, and edits them
to produce M5. Finally, P6 receives M5 and wants to authenticate its history which
is the DAG in Fig.7. Ensuring data history provenance will help the users evaluate
the trustworthiness of the received messages. At a high level, this requires to ensure
the integrity of subgraph that ends at the user in question. This problem was recently
formalized and an initial scheme proposed (Xu et al. 2010), where the signature size
is proportional to the size of the DAG in question. Alternative more efficient schemes
are needed.

3. Incorporate Privacy and Accountability Enhancing the above schemes with privacy
and accountability is an important research direction. Recent approaches based on
group signatures (Ding et al. 2009; Kiayias et al. 2008; Tsudik and Xu 2003; Xu and
Yung 2009) help tackle the afore-mentioned linear-increase barrier.

4.5 Accountability

Provenance can be used to enforce accountability and verify compliance. For example, in
the case of scientific data, it is important to hold researchers accountable for the data they
produce, to avoid the acceptance and propagation of erroneous or fabricated results. At
the same time, there may be a need to assure the privacy of the scientists and security of
the underlying data. The obvious challenge is how to enforce accountability policies while
preserving privacy and security. Using provenance for accountability (e.g., Demsky 2009;
Hasan et al. 2009; Weitzner D.J. et al. 2008) has been explored in the past. However, none

Alice Bob

M1 digitally 
signed by Alice

M2 (≠ M1) is edited by Bob and 
can be verified using Alice’s 
and Bob’s public keys together

Fig. 6 An example of two-party sequentially-editable signature: M2 is edited and “cleaned” by Bob
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Fig. 7 Example of data history
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of the existing work addresses the privacy issues in enforcing accountability policies using
provenance.

For cases where accountability policy requires one to reveal provenance, we may try to
limit the privacy disclosure risk. For example, for drug discovery, some of the provenance
information needs to be published to convince the public that experiments were conducted
under appropriate guidelines. In such cases, we may try to reveal the minimum privacy-
sensitive provenance information to satisfy accountability policies. One way to address this
problem is to extend the sanitization algorithms discussed in Section 4.3 to search for possi-
ble sanitizations that satisfy the accountability policies. In some cases, it is likely that there
may be no sanitization approach that can satisfy the accountability policies. In these situa-
tions, we may want to check whether the policies are satisfied without revealing the data.
To address this problem, a possible approach is to rely on approaches that use secure multi-
party computation (SMC) techniques for privacy-preserving data mining (Kantarcioglu and
Clifton 2004; Kantarcioglu and Kardes 2009). Finally, there may be situations where we can
reveal some sanitized provenance to show that part of the accountability policy is satisfied.
For the remaining conditions in the accountability policy, we may use SMC techniques to
verify that they are satisfied.

The development of accountability solutions thus requires research along the following
directions.

1. Develop a Language for Accountability Policies An accountability policy language
allows one to specify the provenance information that are required to accountability. A
suitable starting point is the accountability language given in Cederquist et al. (2005)
which however would need to be extended in order to be compatible with DAG based
data provenance model.

2. Develop Algorithms for Accountability Aware Sanitization Sanitization search algo-
rithms need to be designed that search the possible sanitization domain (e.g., gen-
eralization and deletion of the nodes and edges in the provenance graph) to find
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sanitizations that satisfy the accountability policies. As in general the search space
may be very large, as part of this search, heuristics must be devised (e.g., generalize
sensitive attributes first etc.) to prune or reduce the search space.

3. Secure Multi-Party Based Accountability Verification Given an accountability policy,
one has to determine whether it is satisfied without revealing sensitive provenance.
This in turn requires to determine the basic secure operations that are needed for build-
ing such a secure verification component. For example, basic secure protocols such as
secure equality, comparison, dot product and set operations most likely suffice to com-
pose complex verification protocols. However research is needed to determine whether
other basic secure protocols to build secure verifications are required and to efficiently
compose the basic protocols to build a system to efficiently verify large accountability
policies.

4.6 Risk management

In order to be compliant with various accountability and other policies, one may need to
release provenance information. For those cases where we have to release provenance, it is
important to understand the risks involved. Therefore a risk management model is needed
based on which one can estimate the likely impact of releasing provenance. To date, var-
ious risk management techniques have been applied to access control (e.g., Celikel et al.
2007; Dimmock et al. 2004) and data privacy (e.g., Hong et al. 2004) to mitigate potential
risks. However, there is very limited work that considers risk management issues in data
provenance (e.g., Cadenhead et al. 2011a)

In order to evaluate the risks of revealing certain provenance information, we need to
consider the possible background information (Bi) that the attacker can combine with the
provenance to infer sensitive information.

Given this possible background information that can be used by an attacker, an inference
function I , and a loss function L, we can estimate the expected loss of revealing certain
provenance information. If the expected loss is bigger than the expected utility of releasing
the provenance, we may choose not to release it. We can state this approach formally as
follows.

1. ∃Bi i = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} a set of most likely backgrounds. Each Bi has a corre-
sponding probability Pri that captures the likelihood of an attacker having background
information Bi ∈ B, the set of all probable backgrounds.

2. I : K × B → D, an inference function that an attacker uses to combine the provenance
information released k ∈ K with background information Bi ∈ B to infer sensitive
information.

3. L : D → R, a loss function (where R is the set of real numbers). U : K → R, a utility
function that measures the utility of releasing provenance information. The expected
loss is then E[L(d)] = ∑n

i=1 L(d) × Pr(B = Bi) and determines whether or not
provenance will be released.

The development of a suitable risk management approach for provenance requires
research along different directions.

1. Understanding Utility of Provenance A suitable risk management model for provenance
requires understanding of the utility of releasing provenance. Since provenance (e.g.,
for scientific research data) is used to establish trust to domain information (e.g., exper-
imental results) one can start with a mechanism that assigns trust values to information
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based on the provenance released (Dai et al. 2009). Under this scenario, the higher
the trust value, the higher the utility of the released provenance. However research is
needed that explores the various trust computation metrics based on provenance to see
their effect in utility function definitions.

2. Background Information Modeling Another important component of a risk manage-
ment model is the background information that could be used by the attacker. To model
this background information, one approach is to create different scenarios where we
assume that the adversary knows certain parts of the provenance. Such information
could then be used for modeling the adversary’s background information. To estimate
probabilities needed in a risk management approach, one needs to explore possible
probability distribution functions (e.g., power law distributions) where one can assign
lower probabilities to larger amounts of background information.

3. Inference Attack Modeling Finally, it is important to understand how the attacker could
combine all the available data to infer sensitive information. To address this problem,
one can explore probabilistic inference models (e.g., Bayesian Belief Networks) and
logic base inference models (e.g., first order logic).

5 Architectures for secure provenance management systems

The actual implementation of systems able to collect, store, and make available provenance
information while at the same time addressing privacy and security is not a trivial task,
also because provenance can be captured at different layers in a computer system. Which
layer is relevant may depend on the specific provenance requirements by the application
domain. In what follows, in order to discuss architectural issues, we consider two different
cases concerning deployment of a provenance system; the first case focuses on provenance
at the operating system layer, whereas the second focuses on the data layer in a distributed,
loosely-coupled XML document dissemination environment.

5.1 OS layer

One promising approach for mechanisms for privacy-enhanced and secure collection, stor-
age and querying of provenance at the operating system (OS) layer is based on the use of
trusted virtual machine monitors (VMMs). Such VMMs run at a higher privilege level than
the OS and control the proper generation and manipulation of provenance. The concept of
data forensics at the OS level using virtualization has been recently addressed in (Krishnan
et al. 2010), which is the first attempt to comprehensively collect information flows from
disk, memory and processes using a trusted VMM. The approach monitors accesses to
objects on disk and follows the causal chain of these accesses across processes, even after
the objects are copied into memory. However, provenance security and privacy are not
addressed (e.g., there is no consideration for access control, privacy, risk management, etc).
Previously, other approaches such as Antfarm (Jones et al. 2006a) and Geiger (Jones et al.
2006b) took a similar monitoring approach at the VMM level, but considered only partial
information collection, either at the OS process level or at the memory level.

An architectural design that addresses the shortcomings of previous approaches is shown
in Fig. 8. The fundamental component of the design is the trusted VMM that intercepts all
data manipulation operations within the guest operating systems above, including changes
to data in memory, data transfers using I/O and transfers over the network. The VMM
securely annotates data with provenance information. The VMM trusted base includes the
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Fig. 8 Prototype Architecture
for Secure Provenance at OS
Layer
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trusted code base as well as an amount of trusted storage holding cryptographic keys as well
as verification objects necessary to check if provenance has been tampered with.

The development of a prototype based on such architectural design requires however to
tackle several difficult challenges, such as:

– Deciding the Data Granularity Choosing the appropriate granularity at which to capture
and record data provenance is crucial for the feasibility of the prototype. A too coarse
granularity (e.g., file-level) may restrict functionality, for instance by denying access
to entire documents. On the other hand, a too fine granularity (e.g., byte-level) may be
difficult to capture efficiently.

– Performance Overhead Virtualization-based security architectures do require an addi-
tional overhead, and impose certain limitations on the amount of computation and
storage that can be performed within the trusted domain. It is thus critical to investi-
gate optimizations that allow collection and processing of provenance without severely
affecting system performance. In particular mechanisms need to be developed that
allow verification of authenticity with only a small amount of trusted storage required
(e.g., hash trees where only the root needs to be signed and stored securely). In addi-
tion, methods need to be devised that allow provenance to be stored in a split fashion
in both trusted and untrusted storage. Secure reconstruction of split-stored provenance
will be done using efficient erasure codes (e.g., digital fountain codes (Luby 2002)).

5.2 Data layer

The design of a provenance system suitable for a distributed system disseminating XML
documents requires addressing specific challenges. Due to the loosely coupled nature of the
system, solutions that rely on strongly trusted entities, such as Virtual Machine Monitors,
are not suitable. Furthermore, it may be difficult to control the process of generation, storage
and processing at a remote party. For the above reasons, we will discuss in what follows
an approach based on a combination of cryptography and sanitization. Provenance may
be encrypted using advanced cryptographic primitives that allow processing directly on
top of ciphertexts. In addition, plaintext data may be shared in sanitized form, e.g., using
generalization. For instance, within an organization, provenance for a certain document may
consist of person (author), supervisor, department, and organization name. If the document
leaves the organization, only department and organization information may be disclosed.

Several systems have been developed for provenance-aware dissemination of data in
large-scale distributed environments. The PASOA system (Groth et al. 2006b) developed for
the UK e-Science program focuses on tracking provenance for over one hundred scientific
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projects related to distributed data, computation and collaboration. PASOA defines the
provenance recording protocol (PReP) that specifies provenance actions on the invoca-
tion of services. myGrid (Stevens et al. 2003) also serves the e-Science community, and
provides assertion-based provenance tracking mechanisms for a Grid environment special-
ized in biological sciences. Finally, the Karma system (Simmhan et al. 2006) develops
a generic framework for recording provenance in distributed workflows. None of these
systems addresses in detail provenance security and privacy requirements.

Figure 9 shows the architecture of a possible system for provenance-centric document
dissemination. There are two parties involved: one that queries provenance (in this setting
a query can represent updates as well), and a provenance provider party, which is entrusted
with secure provenance storage and processing. Note that, the provider need not necessarily
be a fully trusted party, since the provenance is stored in encrypted form, and processing is
done on ciphertexts. However, the provider is trusted to correctly execute the protocols for
processing and enforce appropriate policies, which can be enforced through mechanisms
such as attestation or secure co-processors. Both parties interact through a middleware mod-
ule that encapsulates secure provenance functionality such as encoding of data and queries.
Queries received at the provider are dispatched to a processing engine which incorporates
privacy-aware features. Before performing provenance operations, the provider will ensure
that the client that sent the query has the proper credentials and authorization to perform the
operation. This is achieved through the policy enforcement point. Provenance is securely
kept in a provenance store, in either sanitized or encrypted form. All accesses to provenance
are governed by policies that dictate access control decisions, the sanitization level that must
be applied before disclosure, etc.

The design and implementation of such an architectural design requires addressing a
number of challenges:

– Restriction on Supported Operations Encryption provides strong protection guaran-
tees, but also limits the flexibility of processing. Typically, only simple operations
and queries can be performed on encrypted data. Even though recent breakthroughs in
homomorphic encryption (Gentry 2009) provide promising results for processing on
ciphertexts, the current solutions are still far from practical due to their overhead.

– Performance Overhead Advanced cryptographic functionality that allows processing
on top of ciphertexts often requires the use of very expensive primitives. Currently, such
primitives are orders of magnitude slower than conventional encryption. Techniques
need to be investigated that allow parallelization of computation, and approximations
devised for the required operations so that they can be implemented more efficiently
with the existing cryptographic primitives. Also, the extensive use of encryption would
require efficient mechanisms for large-scale key management.
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Fig. 9 Prototype Architecture for Secure Provenance at Data Layer
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6 Concluding remarks

Any system or application aiming at making an intelligent use of data needs to rely on prove-
nance to enhance the quality of the data, to assess the trustworthiness of data, and to enhance
the knowledge extracted from data. This is crucial when data is originated from many differ-
ent sources and may be transformed in various ways before being accessed by the end-users
or applications. In order to rely on provenance one needs to assure that the provenance can
be trusted and also however that the privacy and confidentiality of the provenance and the
data sources be assured whenever needed. In this paper we have presented a comprehen-
sive research roadmap that identifies research challenges that need to be addressed in order
to come up with secure and efficient solutions for provenance management. In the paper
we have also outlined preliminary approaches to some of these challenges. An important
observation to make is that many of these solutions may be further enhanced by the use
of knowledge-based techniques, such as ontologies, and machine learning techniques. For
example risk management, which is a crucial component in approaches for secure prove-
nance management, may benefit from ontological descriptions of risks as well as subjects
and objects and actions that subjects may execute on the objects. Machine learning tech-
niques may help with the definition and evolution of the different policies involved in
secure provenance management, such as access control policies and accountability policies.
Finally, intelligent comparison techniques may be used for provenance comparison, to deter-
mine for example if two data items have followed closer provenance paths in a distributed
system. As future work we plan to investigate many of the research challenges discussed in
this paper.
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